
PREFACE

Welcome to the Speech Improvement Program in English, Series 1.

This program consists of a series of skill-builders, with lessons composed of Info-Guides and Skill
Builder Exercises in speech improvement so that at the end of the entire program, you will be able to
speak with confidence because by that time you would have been equipped with the appropriate skills in
speech production or accent. Pronunciation is first of the four series; it is mainly on how the sounds of
vowels and consonants, the basic segments of speech, are produced.  Series II to IV deal with the other
components of accent, namely stress, rhythm, blending and intonation.

Objectives

This book is designed first, to guide learners in the correct production of sounds.  Second, to provide
Exercises designed as “skill-builders”. As the name implies, the Exercises are so structured to develop
skills in the production of the correct speech sounds.

Organization

The list of vowels, diphthongs, semi-vowels, and consonants have been referred to two major sources:
(1) Longman Dictionary of American English, New Edition, Your Complete Guide to American English,
USA: Addison Wesley Longman Limited, 2003; and  (2) IPA Chart for English, Wikipedia, the Free
Encyclopedia, last modified March 16, 2008. There are forty-six lessons in this book: twenty for the
vowel and diphthong sounds, and twenty-six for the consonant and semi-vowel sounds. Each lesson is
organized into two sections:

1. The PRESENTATION section shows:

 Techniques: How the particular sounds are produced
 Spelling: How the sounds are spelled in various ways
 Preliminary Exercise [PREX]: How to apply the technique, with focus on the particular

speech sound

2. The EXERCISE section provides the following for skill building:

 practice at the word, phrase, and sentence level;
 pronunciation practice of the sound in the initial, medial and final position of words;
 the pronunciation of the sounds in focus (e.g., [e], [i], etc.) are practiced in the context of

longer words and integrated with the other sounds therein;
 a great number of sample words for drills and more drills, to become strongly habituated

in the correct production of the particular  speech sounds; and
 learning situations for listening, reading, and imitating  sounds in the skill building

process.

Features

Logical Arrangement. In the Exercise portion, if possible, words from A to Z -groups are given as
“context” in which the particular sounds for study are located, so that you are also introduced to the
integration of sounds in longer words.  As much as possible you are lead to produce the correct sound of
the basic segments of speech (vowels and consonants) in the context of words longer than three or four-
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letter words. The Exercises guide you from simple to complex speech exercises: word, phrase, to sentence
level. To give variety to oral reading experience, verse reading is offered from time to time. The format
for the practice lessons varies to check boredom and routine exercise.

Enforcement and Enjoyment.  The design of the book will not make you experience “only a brief or
momentary encounter” with the sound or a “taste” of how to pronounce the vowel and consonant sounds
contained in just few samplings. On the contrary, the EXERCISE portion makes you encounter -many
activities which vary from one lesson to another; -many words, phrases, and sentences in long, repetitive
drills, as much as possible, to enforce and strengthen the learning connection started by the TECHNIQUE
and the PREX portion of the book.  The word samples are provided for practice and for the expansion of
your storage of words. “Enjoy while learning,” is one principle the authors believe in. And so, you can
even sing while you are learning.

Visual and Audio-aid. To further facilitate effective skill-building and reduction of boredom, some
pictures are provided in visual support of the reading selections. A CD accompanies this guidebook. The
voice of the speaker model you will hear serves as pronunciation guide at the PREX portion of this book.
It doesn’t mean that you can not use this book without the accompanying CD. No, lessons can still be
effective without the audio part of the program. In this case, a facilitator or a teacher (who is competent)
can be of help.

Independent Study.  In promoting independent study, you are advised to make use of very good
dictionaries as reference.  In so doing, you not only improve your speech sounds but expand your
vocabulary.

Well, then, you will find that this speech book does not consist of reading sheer black and white printed
words, words, and words. With “Pronunciation” you might as well enjoy listening and singing. I look
forward to an exciting and fruitful speech improvement sessions with you through this book.

A.G.A.
R.L.A.
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ABOUT THE BOOK
This book will lead you to speech improvement.  It has two offerings: first,

GUIDES (in the Presentation Section) shows you the techniques (how

particular sounds are produced), spelling (how sounds are spelled), and warm-

up exercises (how to apply the technique); second, EXERCISES which are

designed as skill-builders.  As the name implies, the exercises are so

structured to develop skills in the production of the correct speech sounds of

the vowels, diphthongs, semi-vowels, and consonants of English words.

Exercises are logically structured from simple to complex pronunciation

exercises: word, phrase, to sentence level. To give variety to oral reading

experience, verse reading is offered from time to time. “Enjoy while learning,” is

one principle the authors believe in. And so, you can even sing while you are

learning.

In promoting independent study, a CD accompanies this guidebook with a

speaker model for the warm-up section.

In its entirety, this book aims at making lessons on pronunciation, an exciting,

enjoyable and fruitful learning experience in speech improvement.
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